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level-of-service (LOS) 168
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perceived ease of use (PEOU) 82
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perceived usefulness (PU) 82
Percentage of Call Block (PCB) 279
Percentage of First-Call Resolution (FCR) 279
personal banking 9-10, 12, 16
Plain Old Telephone Service (POTS) 318
population aging 43
post-process control 105
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probability distribution functions (PDF) 146
product-platform 297-309, 312, 316
product range 299, 306, 309
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return on investment (ROI) 118
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revealed preferences (RP) 319
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open-interface 238, 246
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Service Science Management and Engineering (SSME) 2
servicizing 261, 274
ShanDong Manufacturing Service Platform (SD-MSP) 229
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simple additive weighting method (SAW) 115, 117
Single Payments Area (SEPA) 11
Single Sign-On (SSO) 303
SOA legacy migration 238-239
Software as a Service (SaaS) 224
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Spheres of Control (SoC) 219
stated preferences (SP) 320
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Supplier Network Analysis and Planning (SNAP) 229
supply chain management (SCM) 224
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sustainable business measurement 259
sustainable development 258, 263, 272-273
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sustainable microeconomic measurement 258
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Total quality service (TQS) 105
transaction dependency (TR) 245, 253
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van service 144
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Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) 286
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